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Briefing Focus
1. This note sets out some considerations to inform possible amendments to the
Bishop’s Stortford Good’s Yard policy, to guide the mix, scale, and quantum of
development aimed at encouraging the delivery of this important strategic site and
secure wider regeneration benefits.
Why has the re-development of this site not come forward any sooner?
2. We are informed via Savills acting on behalf of the site owner Network Rail, that
the main reason for the delay in this site coming forward has been the site’s
status as a freight yard designation.
3. We are informed that the release of the site was constrained due to regulations
affecting Network Rail owned freehold land. When the DBS lease was
surrendered it would have automatically been placed onto the “Supplementary
Strategic Freight Site List” (SSFSL).
4. Rail freight operators that meet a certain criteria can call for a new lease to be
granted to them of any site which is on the SSFSL. Following recent discussions
with the relevant freight operators it has been agreed that there is no current or
reasonably foreseeable (or realistic) future rail freight demand for the town centre
site and the operators have formally signed off that it is not appropriate for the site
to be placed on the SSFS.
5. Network Rail is now keen to progress the redevelopment of this site and have met
with officers and PBA to consider requirements to inform the masterplanning of
this site. A key consideration is how to improve access to this site and also
secure wider transportation benefits. A separate note considers the transport
aspects of this site.
The site’s primary role as a transport interchange should be formally
recognised and enhanced
6. The site performs a vital role as a transport interchange for the wider area,
providing some 700 surface car parking spaces, taxi and bus interchange
facilities, and pedestrian routes into the town centre. The reason this is
successful in acting as an inter-change is because there is a strong and ready
demand for car parking from commuters using the railway station.
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7. The primary function of the site should be recognised as one of a transport
interchange – any masterplanning should fully assess how this role can be further
enhanced as part of wider transportation measures for the wider area. The
contribution of this transport interchange to the local economy should not be
under-estimated – the car parking generates considerable revenue income for the
train operating companies (TOC) in the area, the taxi and bus companies create
employment opportunities. There is a legal requirement for Network Rail to
maintain the car parking provision for the TOC, so the proposal will have to
replace the surface car park with a multi-storey car park for at least 700 spaces.
8. Wider consideration is needed on how the bus and taxi areas should be redeveloped as part of a wider town centre transportation strategy. To date, there
is no policy to support the enhancement of the role of the site as a transport interchange in policies BISH3, BISH 10 or BISH11 which refer to this site.
9. Recommendation: The Local Plan should formally acknowledge this highly
important role in policy and in particularly seek to enhance the sustainable
transport accessibility to this site.
The transport inter-change provides wider economic opportunities for the
benefit of the town centre which must be captured in the site master plan
10. The secondary advantage this transport inter-change use is that it provides the
potential for generating considerable pedestrian ‘footfall’ to this part of town– one
that presents economic opportunities which should be captured for the benefit of
the wider town. The way to achieve this will be by ensuring strong physical
linkages and introducing new commercial uses within the redevelopment which
helps to ‘attract/capture this passing trade and channel this customer base’ to
stay and spend in the town centre. Indeed this element of the site’s potential has
been recognised, culminating with the recent formal extension of the town centre
boundary to include the northern part of the Goods Yard site as part of the revised
town centre boundary.
11. Indeed a pedestrian circuit map in the local Plan (figure 5.9 on page 69) starts to
indicate a physical link. Flexibility should be retained in how this linkage is
created, the key should be to ensure those using the car parks and transport
inter-change should be clearly channelled / attracted into the site through a new
development offer and then out into the wider town centre.
12. Recommendation: It will be critical to ensure the master plan layout helps to
capture this objective of attracting and channelling the transport inter-change
customer base through the site and into the wider town centre.
The site has various opportunities and constraints which will inform the
masterplan
13. The River Stort has already been recognised in policy BISH 3 the Goods Yard as
an asset to the site’s location that presents an opportunity for development to
front onto the waterfront and create pedestrian linkages to this area. There are a
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number of other features on the site – for instance some of the railway sidings will
be required for operational use by Network Rail and will restrict the developable
area. There is an existing area of natural planting which will need to be assessed
as most of this will be needed to help create a viable development area. This
should however, be compensated by incorporating planting and public spaces
within the proposed development masterplan.
14. Recommendation: Clarity will be required on the scale of developable land area
after taking account of constraints and opportunities presented by the site.
Realism is needed as to any barriers placed on this site, as there is a need to
maximise the developable area to support a viable mix of development that can
fund the range of infrastructure that will be needed such as the transport interchange, the public connectivity with the town centre, and wider strong public
transport infrastructure requirements, affordable housing policy requirements, onsite heat generation, etc...Some policy trade-offs maybe needed, and members
should be clear about the main priorities to required from this site.
A pragmatic approach to the mix of uses for this site is needed, aimed at
creating a modern well functioning transport inter-change and capturing wider
economic benefit for the town centre
15. The policy and the 2011 brief for this site set out aspirations for the types of uses,
including creating employment (BISH10), residential and commercial
employment, affordable housing, and energy generation (BISH3). No guidance is
provided on the scale and mix of the various commercial uses in policy; though
the 2011 brief does suggest that this site should include a ‘small amount of family
housing, and a large amount of office space’. The PBA assessment does not
consider the quantified capacity / demand from retail or commercial uses for this
site to accommodate the different mix of uses. However, some guidance on the
type of uses that is likely to be in demand and so possibly deliverable in terms of
the overall function and wider aspirations of this site are suggested here.
16. Development will take place and be delivered on the Goods Yard site if there is
‘effective market demand’ for the type of use provided and this use can generate
sufficient value to pay for the development and wider infrastructure costs.
Aspirations for this site provide a starting point to guide the mix; however, a
degree of market reality is required to ensure this site is deliverable.
17. Given the physical constraints of this site and need for considerable investment to
fund a high quality public transport interchange, and wider development costs/
transport infrastructure requirements, the development on this site will also need
to ensure that it includes a sizeable floorspace for residential use value
generation.
18. This location does not have any strong economies of concentration that would
attract a high value stand-alone speculative commercial development, (unless
there is an occupier who is specifically looking for this site – if this was the case
the site would have been brought forward sooner). The railway station alone
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does not perform this role and there are bigger competing centres for this type of
office market nearby. Any office space demand here is likely to be local demand.
19. Consultations with local commercial agents1 operating in the Bishop’s Stortford
area suggest that office rental values in Bishop Stortford range from £15 - £18
psf, with a quality provision letting at £17psf (£194psm). We have been informed
that recent changes in planning legislation permitting conversion from office to
residential use has resulted in the loss of older outdated office stock to residential
use, so restricting the supply of available office space. Based on this, local
agents consider they could let more space in the town centre. This consultation
suggests that there could be scope to include a limited amount of speculative
office space as part of the mix of uses for this site, though the main scheme
would need to be a residential led development to be commercially viable.
20. Commercial/employment generating uses that are most likely to capture the
‘passing trade’ from the transport hub, (particularly during the morning and
evening peaks) are likely to comprise of uses such as bars/cafes, restaurants,
wider support services such as medical health, fitness and beauty centres – these
uses are possibly more likely to rent physical space here; however, in terms of
value generation for this site, residential (including retirement housing) is most
likely to yield the best value returns and so help to pay for the infrastructure costs
needed. Any development on this site would need to be biased towards an
apartment residential development with active commercial ground floor uses.
21. The type of residential development to be provided will need to be led by a high
quality apartment type development, most likely serving a market demand from
younger and older residents (without children) who are not dependent on
immediate access to schools, but are interested in a quality leisure, retail and
cultural offer provided by a highly accessible town centre location. Bishop’s
Stortford has a number of other more suitable locations planned for family
housing with accompanying school infrastructure where the family housing
demand is likely to be drawn to.
22. The PBA assessment does not consider in detail the capacity for this site to
accommodate the different mix of uses. The policy indicated some 200 homes to
be provided on this site, whilst the site owners have indicated a desire to provide
up to 450 homes. The master plan iterations will help to inform the final quantum
and mix of various uses that can be satisfactorily accommodated on this site. The
height parameter included in the policy of three to four story high, will provide a
framework for the overall development and will shape density and quantum. This
should be left flexible for now until masterplanning layouts and visuals
demonstrate what can physically be accommodated on the site.
23. It is important to ensure that planning policy does not stifle development of the
site by placing too onerous a burden on development (NPPF para 173
abbreviated).

1

PBA Developer Consultation workshop held on 10th October 2014
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Recommendation: It is acknowledged that this site plays an important role in
terms of the town centre expansion strategy and there is considerable community
interest / aspirations for this site. However, in some instances the aspirations for
this site may add cost or not help to realise the value which the site needs to in
order to be self funding and deliverable. To ensure that planning requirements
are sensitive to the impact on viability stemming from the overall ‘ask’, we suggest
that the following actions should be considered:
Interested parties should work with the site promoter and District Council to set
out an agreed set of priorities for this site and seek viability and masterplanning
responses from the site promoter to demonstrate how these priorities can be
delivered and any choices that might need to be made.
Prioritisation should be done in conjunction with Network Rail / SOLUM and their
development team, who can provide the cost / value inputs to inform the choices
and impact on the master plan layout. For instance, if a reduction in the number
of residential units (compared with the 2007 Local Plan) is a key aspiration locally,
then the stakeholders should recognise this may impact on the value generated
by the site and so should be prepared to consider the implications for other
priorities such as the delivery of affordable housing and infrastructure
contributions. Some requirements e.g. transport access will have to be met if the
development is acceptable.
The site promoter is looking to undertake a masterplanning exercise which will
inform a detailed financial viability appraisal, and this may challenge the
achievability of some of the aspirations previously expressed in the draft District
Plan, the 2011 Development Brief and various other community aspirations.
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Bishop’s Stortford - Goods Yard Link Road

Introduction

This Note has been prepared by to inform the content of an Addendum Report that
Peter Brett Associates has been commissioned to provide for the East Herts District
Council (EHDC) for a site referred to as the Bishop’s Stortford Goods Yard. The site
is identified in the East Herts District Council Preferred Options Consultation District
Plan 2014 as being suitable for 200 residential units and other mix uses (Policy
BISH3).
This will form an Addendum to the East Herts Delivery Study, and the scope of this
Note is to provide additional analysis on the transport impacts arising from the
provision, or not, of a new link road running north-south through the site of the Goods
Yard development between Station Road and London Road.
2.

Background

Historically, the provision of a link road through the Goods Yard site has been
considered on a number of occasions with the objective of bringing capacity relief to
a number of key junctions within Bishop’s Stortford town centre, including the
Hockerill Street 4-arm signalised junction in particular. These proposals generally
assumed a development of around 700 residential units which is consistent with
Policy BIS2 of the East Herts Local Plan 2007.
A Site Development Brief was prepared in April 2004 by East Herts District Council
which proposed the provision of a new link road as did the East Herts Local Plan in
2007.
Furthermore, a Transport Assessment was prepared for the development of the
Goods Yard in 2005 by Odyssey Consulting Engineers acting on behalf of Barratt
Homes. As part of the TA work, Steer Davies Gleave were commissioned to prepare
a ‘Bishop’s Stortford Transport Study’ which included detailed modelling tests being
conducted on the impacts of the link road and Goods Yard development using the
Bishop’s Stortford Transport SATURN Model.
Further consideration of the impacts of a link road through the Goods Yard site has
now been given by Mayer Brown in a October 2014 ‘Technical Note regarding the
provision of the Goods Yard Link’, acting on behalf of Solum Regeneration who are
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one of two Site Promoters to have submitted expressions of interest to EHDC for the
development of a new mixed-use development on the Goods Yard site.
These studies have been considered in full during the preparation of this Technical
Note and the Mayer Brown Submission is appended to this Technical Note.
Bishop’s Stortford Transport Strategy (Steer Davies Gleave) Summary

3.

Testing was conducted using the Bishop’s Stortford Transport Model (SATURN) in
order to assess the impacts of a new link road. Two tests were conducted using a
2008 and 2018 forecast year: a Do Minimum option (without the Goods Yard
development or link road) and a Do Something option (with the Goods Yard
development and link road).
A number of network assumptions were also made including:





Conversion of Dane Street into a two-way working.
Station Road East closed to traffic.
Redesign of the Hockerill Street-London Road junction - right turns banned
from Hockerill Street to London Road and Dunmow Road into Stansted Road;
a pedestrian crossing phase added along London Road and Stansted Road.
Link Road junction between Station Road and London Road with a new 3-arm
signal junction on London Road.

The SDG report also proposed a ‘Highway Supply Strategy’ which included five key
objectives. These were:






Upgrading the A120 bypass
Completing the bypass to the south-east
Improving the capacity of town centre junctions (particularly Hockerill)
Implementing an urban traffic control system
Implementing a 2-way system along Dane Street.

The objective for “improving the capacity of town centre junctions (particularly
Hockerill)”is most relevant to the delivery of a link road through the Goods Yard site
and the performance of the inclusion of the network can, in part, be judged against
this criteria.
In the AM peak, junction performance improved with average delay reductions on
three of the arms on the junction. However, the tests showed an increase on the
Stansted Road approach owing to the additional southbound traffic generated by the
link road along Stansted Road seeking to access the new link road via Dane Street.
In the PM peak the junction operated worse than in the Do Minimum scenario.
Furthermore, the traffic displacement generated by the Do Something scenario lead
to a worsening of PM peak performance at junctions further west of the Hockerill
junction including The Causeway and Hockerill Street.
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From the work previously undertaken it can therefore be concluded that the addition
of a new link road did not lead to the satisfactory performance of the Hockerill
junction overall or, indeed, to the general network conditions in the town centre.
Therefore its inclusion in any future scheme for the purposes of capacity relief has
not to date been demonstrated.
HCC have confirmed that the provision of a link through the site has more benefit if
the development quantum being considered is higher.
Technical Note regarding the provision of the Goods Yard Link (Mayer
Brown)

4.

This Technical Note has been prepared by Mayer Brown on behalf of Solum
Regeneration and considers the impacts of a new 7.3m wide link road being provided
between London Road and Station Road, with access formed off London Road via a
new roundabout or 3-arm signalised junction.
Solum Regeneration has industry experience in delivering station improvement
schemes including overseeing major projects at Twickenham, Walthamstow, Epsom
and Guildford.
The note advises that all four stations experience high levels of non-car mode share
amongst passengers accessing the station (in excess of 70%) which is comparable
to the 75% observed for passengers currently accessing Bishop’s Stortford rail
station. In keeping with this, all four stations also gave high priority to access by noncar mode in their station interchange designs.
The Technical Note concludes that:

5.



The provision of a new link road would substantially impair the ability of the
Goods Yard site to provide a high quality interchange for passengers, owing to
the significant volumes of traffic a link road would attract coupled with the
safety and severance issues this would create for pedestrians and cyclists
crossing the link road to access and egress from Bishop’s Stortford rail station.



In order to mitigate this, a formal crossing would be required across the link
road adjacent to the station entrance which would, in so doing, be detrimental
to peak hour traffic flows along the link road as well as generating potentially
significant peak hour vehicle queuing and delay the Dane Street and Station
Road approaches. In so doing, much of the highway benefit a link road would
be expected to deliver would be eliminated.

PBA Conclusions & Recommendations

PBA in its role as advisers to East Herts District Council have considered the
transport implications of the inclusion of a link road within the Bishop’s Stortford
Goods Yard site that would connect London Road in the south with Station Road to
the north. This transport review has considered the previous work undertaken,
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incorporates discussion held with the current site promoters and Hertfordshire
County Council as the Highway Authority.
From the work undertaken, PBA can provide the following conclusions and
recommendations.
A number of studies have been conducted hitherto into the impact and effectiveness
of a link road in highways terms as well as its impact on sustainable modes and the
ability of the Goods Yard development to deliver an improved passenger interchange
facility off Dane Street. It is noted that the construction of a new link road could cost
in the region of £4.5m, including junctions and development costs. Against this
substantial level of potential cost, it is our opinion that the highway capacity benefits
a new link road would bring would only be marginal and would be outweighed by the
dis-benefits it would generate.
The dis-benefits include:






The generation of additional traffic along the Stansted Road corridor at the
Hockerill Street junction
Substantial vehicle queuing and delay on the link road/ Dane Street/ Station
Road
Safety and severance issues for pedestrians/cyclists crossing the link road to
access the station
The detrimental impact a link road would have on the ambitions of the Goods
Yard development proposals to deliver an improved passenger interchange on
Dane Street.
Providing additional highway capacity within the town centre is likely to
encourage increased traffic into the centre of which a significant proportion is
likely to be through traffic with alternative, more strategic route choices
available to them.

Therefore and in the context of the above findings we propose that the following are
considered as part of any masterplanning for the site:


Whilst a connection from London Road to Station Road for general traffic is
not considered necessary some further consideration should be given to the
role a connection could play in connecting the south of the town to the station
for pedestrians, cyclists and potentially public transport. This would not provide
for the ability for general traffic to use the site as a ‘rat run’ but would
potentially shorten journeys for non-car users accordingly and encourage
modal shift.



We recommend that consideration be given to the potential to provide access
to the station car parking from the south rather than from Station Road. In
keeping with the evidence presented by the Mayer Brown 2014 Technical
Note, which indicated that high levels of car based passengers access
Bishop’s Stortford railway station from the south and south-east, a connection
in this location would potentially deliver reduced traffic impact within the town
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centre, along the Station Road/ Dane Street corridor and around the Station
Interchange area.


If a significantly higher quantum of development is proposed than what is
currently assumed in the current East Herts District Council Preferred Options
Consultation District Plan 2014 then consideration should be given to reduced
parking standards to ensure that the need for a link road is not considered
necessary to mitigate development impact. The ratio of parking spaces to
development would need to be determined through more detailed
masterplanning and transport assessment
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